Second-Life Battery Application
By Nicolas Strauss Feb. 2nd 2018

UC Davis has taken initiation for solving most recent and future challenges in common
renewable energy generation, grid stability, limiting prospective amount of “used” lithiumion battery modules form electric vehicles (EV), optimizing residential application of
photovoltaic(PV) energy generation and cost effective and efficient energy storage solution.
The point of view is on “used” EV lithium-ion modules which are still suitable for stationary
EES system application. In order to optimize the daily solar generation output and level of
self-consumption, the EES will act as an energy buffer to align the maximum benefit from PV
generation.
As entrance for my time at UC Davis, I investigated the Californian grid circumstances and
political roadmaps for future renewable energy generation and distribution. Governmental
entities (California Energy Commission (CEC)) precise the long-term renewable goals and
guidelines (Renewable Portfolio Standard) while the California Independent System
Operator (CAISO) is operating. The grid structure and tasks have been studied and are
introduced in the following chapters.
On top of positive trend of distributed renewable energy generation is the increasing
misbalance of demand and supply in the California grid. Over-generation of PV energy during
the day causes a large amount of solar for noon hour when the demand is low. Thus, in late
hours grid is confronted by an excessive ramp which goes up for energy demand while PV
supply goes down and fossil/nuclear power plants are needed.
Second-Life Batteries have an important task for the future grid layout and will benefit in
many fields of application.

Figure 1 California "duck curve"
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Recent and Current Energy System Circumstances
Before concentrating on realized solar forecast, investigating energy storage application and
its resulting benefits, the following headlines represent some fundamental commissions and
agencies for the supply and control of the California electricity grid. The energy market
performers are shortly described in their supervised function, responsibilities and controlling
tasks for an insight of the American Energy Market. A concluding insight into current retail and
customer renewable generation plans offer the economic parameters for further analysis.

What is FERC
The Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) is responsible for interstate transmission
of electricity, natural gas and oil. The commission acts as an independent agency and has a
further essential position in regulating wholesale sales of electricity in interstate commerce.
For any corporate transactions and merging projects of electricity companies the Commission
needs to be informed and to allow further progress. An overview of further main areas of
operation for FERC are listed as follows (FERC, May 24th 2016):
•
•
•

•

Review of certain mergers and acquisitions and corporate transactions by electricity
companies
Similar to the wholesale market are the transmission and markets of natural gas and
oil regulated by FERC
Ensures the reliability of the high voltage interstate transmission system and demands
therefore certain mandatory reliability standards from the North American Electric
Reliability Corportation (NERC)
Monitors and investigates energy markets

In 2013, the FERC initiated the significant Order 792 wherein electric energy storages (EES) are
explicitly included towards the definition of Small Generating Facility
(145 FERC 61,159 , November 22nd 2013).
“The Interconnection Customer’s device for the production and/or storage for later injection
of electricity identified in the Interconnection Request, but shall not include the
Interconnection Customer’s Interconnection Facilities” (FERC, Order 792, November 22nd
2013).
This order enables customer owners of an EES to benefit from generator interconnection
processes and initiated the entering of energy storages to the Investor-Owned Utility (IOU)
grid market.

What is CAISO
The Californian Independent Grid Operator (CAISO) is the primary grid operator in the western
part of the United States on a high-voltage transmission grid level (in the PG&E area 60 kV and
higher). As the main task of the Independent System Operator (ISO), the transmission of
electricity across the high voltage lines is managed on up to 80 percent of California’s and
partly Nevada’s electricity grid (CAISO, May 28th 2017). The ISO is responsible for procuring
sufficient ancillary services for providing reliability requirements and stability. Furthermore,
the wholesale energy market is managed by CAISO but under the jurisdiction of the FERC
(CAISO, December 2014).

What does CAISO do
CAISO acts as a “traffic controller” for electricity distribution for the assigned and utilized
transmission lines (CAISO, May 28th 2017). In five minutes intervals, the lowest cost electricity
generator is dispatched and is used to meet the forecasted demand. Therefore, the ISO needs
to determine enough transmission capacity for coordinating power to consumers. Equal grid
access and allowance for a variety of renewable energy resources (for example wind and, solar
from residential customers) must be assured for operating on the grid. In terms of numbers,
CAISO operates on 26,000 circuit miles of transmission lines which provides almost 60,000
megawatts of capacity to 30 million customers (CAISO, May 28th 2017).
Overall the grid is managed and coordinated by CAISO’s wholesale electricity market named
Open Access Same-Time Information System (OASIS). This market contains the real-time
prices, demand forecasts, transmissions status and further market data. For covering the daily
energy demand are two main markets in day-ahead and real-time energy market provided. A
short description of these two processes of market are as follows (CAISO, January 4 th 2018):
•

•
•

Day-ahead market: Three progressive stages are happening till 10 a.m. the day in
advance which contain the receipt for energy buy and sell bids, placing energy supply
for meeting the forecasted demand and, if needed, nominate additional power plants
for the next day.
Real-time market: A spot market in which utilities can buy and adjust energy supply in
short-term for covering energy demand which differs from their day ahead schedule
Ancillary service: In case of an unexpected failure of supply to meet demand, ISO is
asked to guarantee the availability of adequate ancillary services to balance. This is an
essential task for maintaining grid stability and preventing grid blackouts

As a balancing authority, CAISO is responsible for an efficient and reliable transmission control
area as portrayed in Figure 3. The prime parameter for controlling and observing electric
supply and demand is the electric frequency of the grid which has to be corrected to the
constant value of 60 Hz at each point of time (CAISO, May 29th 2017).

The Californian grid infrastructure is a long-distance, high-transmission system with control of
the California ISO. The wholesale electricity is distributed to smaller and local utilities for up
to 30 million customers. In total, CAISO provides over 260 million megawatt-hours of
electricity each year (CAISO, May 29th 2017).

Figure 2 Process of power delivery by ISO (CAISO, May 29th 2017))

Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs)
The physical and electrical grid is structured in transmission (voltage above 60 kV) and
distribution lines (below 21 kV)1. It is important to realize, that these grid layers are managed,
controlled and operated by different companies and agencies.
The lowest grid level is operated by Investor Owned Utilities (IOUs) which are below the grid
voltage level of CAISO in California.
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The standard residential electricity supply (120/240 volts) from the grid is provided by “Secondary Lines”

These companies are:
•
•
•

PG&E – Pacific Gas And Energy
SCE – Southern California Edison Company
SDG&E – San Diego Gas and Electric Company

Investor-owned utilities are private electricity and natural gas providers which target on
optimizing the return of investment for affected stakeholders. Furthermore, the companies
are managed by a management team which is appointed by the shareholder-elected board.
Beyond that are the IOUs regulated by the California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC)
(California Energy Commission, Oct 17th 2017).
CAISO is the largest ISO handling an estimated 35 percentage of electric load in the Western
part of the United States. In total, there are 38 balancing authorities in the western
interconnection and a total of nine ISO in North America which are serving two-thirds of the
United States.

How is the ISO grid layout
The following figure 3 illustrates the Californian Investor-Owned Utilities (IOUs) grid layout
and a small part of Nevada (NV Energy). All of these IOU territories and further utility service
areas are below and in the field of CAISO responsibilities.

Figure
3
Californian
Invester-Owned
Utitlties
(IOUs)
Grid
Overview
(http://www.energy.ca.gov/maps/serviceareas/CA_Electric_Investor_Owned_Utilities_IO
Us.pdf)

What utilities do
In general, IOUs act as load serving entities (LSE) which purchase their own-generated
electric power through contracts with customers. They provide electricity and gas for
supplying sufficient energy to meet the required demand. The asked utility rates are taken
for recovering costs and earning “reasonable profits” for investors (CEC, December 2nd
2017). Furthermore, the needed capital for new facilities and risk of lost
From a customer point of view, IOUs are the responsible entity for retail services and power
delivery while a larger number of power plants (for example customer renewable energy
farms) are not in possession by the utilities. For provided electricity due customer retail rates
yet are regulated by the CPUC which furthermore are renegotiated and discussed through
public process.

In summary, the purpose of the electric grid today is the same as it was when first conceived
for residential grid-tied customers. IOUs are asked to ensure adequate, reliable and useful
sources of energy. Nevertheless, the original procedure of the grid for supplying sufficient
energy is changing due to a rising level of uncertainty by volatile and distributed energy
resources from customer.

Figure 4 Statewide Baseline Annual Electricity Consumption (California Energy Commission, Demand Analysis,
2015)

Roadmap For Energy Storage In California
The energy storage targets of the three California IOUs have raised a couple of challenges
and issues for affected stakeholders. In addition, a sudden number and contingent of energy
storage projects in the recent years have caused the Californian state to take action.
Therefore, Californian Public Utility Commission (CPUC), Energy Commission (EC) and
Independent System Operator (ISO) developed a roadmap to clarify further integration
circumstances.
In order to consider the concerns and interests of the most influenced participants, the
roadmap has been designed and formulated with interested stakeholders, utility companies,
energy storage developers, generators, environmental groups and others. The result is three
prime challenges which are (CAISO, December 2014):
•
•
•

Taking advantage of the full energy storage value and provided opportunities
Decrease of costs of interconnection and ongoing operations
Improve process quality for processes and timelines

The workshop and further exchange of information with and by stakeholders revealed the
highest concern of the “inability to accurately value energy storage for all the services it can
provide” (CAISO, December 2014).
The call and public statement for flexible capacity and assessment of that capability in the
CPUC program outline was mentioned to consider plus a certain and clarified tariff
treatment of storage facilities for charging and discharging application.
In sense of economic energy storage application, a further concern faced accuracy of the
wholesale market treatment of energy storages and rules for building a successful business
case (CAISO, December 2014).

The following table represents an overview of the created roadmap with the actions of
highest priority. It is categorized in five topic areas which describes all needed actions
(CAISO, December 2014):
Table 1 Californian Energy Storage Roadmap – Most urgent actions for each party (CAISO, December 2014)

Planning

CPUC
Illustrate and
outline distribution
grid operational
needs and required
resources
characteristics

Procurement

CPUC & EC
Consider
refinements to the
valuation

CPUC
Facilitate clarification by
IOUs of operational
constraints in order to
limit the ability to
accommodate
interconnection on the
distribution system
CPUC
Clear rules and
circumstances for
energy storage

CPUC
Analyze and outline
opportunities for
storage to defer,
shift or displace
distribution
upgrades
CPUC
Consider
“unbundling”

Rate treatment

Interconnection

Market
participation

methodologies
used by IOUs to
support CPUC
decisions on
storage
procurement and
make models
publicly available
ISO
Clarify wholesale
rate treatment and
ensure that the ISO
tariff, applicable
business practices
manuals and other
documentation
provide sufficient
information
CPUC & ISO
Clarify existing
transmission and
distribution
interconnection
processes,
developing
integrated processflow charts and
check lists

qualification and
flexible capacity RA
counting in an evolving counting
Resource Adequacy (RA)
framework

ISO
Clarify existing ISO
requirements, rules
and market
products for energy
storage to
participate in the
ISO market

ISO
Where appropriate,
expand options to
current ISO
requirements and
rules for
aggregations of
distributed storage
resources

CPUC
Clarify and potentially
modify net energy
metering tariffs
applicable to cases
where energy storage is
paired with renewable
generators

CPUC & ISO
Evaluate opportunities
to coordinate between
Rule 21 and Wholesale
Distribution Access
Tariff (WDAT) to
streamline
interconnection
processes and ability to
efficiently move
between processes
ISO
Identify gaps and
potential changes or
additions to existing ISO
requirements, rules,
market products and
models

CPUC & ISO
Evaluate the
potential for a
streamlined or ‘fast
track’ distribution
interconnection
process for storage
resources that meet
certain use case
criteria

The purpose of an efficient, accurate and advanced usage of electric energy storage (EES) in
California is outlined by these main steps of action and involved parties. Nevertheless,
further research, solutions and participation by external stakeholders like Universities and
Companies is needed and essential for continuous progress and long-term success.

Main barriers for New Energy Storages
In order to support the advancement of energy storage as a grid resource, the upcoming
barriers can be categorized as follows (CAISO, 2014):
•
•
•

Missing opportunity to realize the full revenue potential with the provided value of the
energy storage
Reducing costs – for interconnection and operation - of integrating batteries to the
grid
High value of uncertainty in sense of processes and timelines

A further great concern for integration of energy storage is the transmission line congestion
in California (PG&E, Dec 18th 2015). The problem is based on the responsibility for whom is
paying for either further upgrades of the existing utility grid or installation of new grid lines.

Point of Concern
Figure 5 shows the recent and ongoing trend of self-generation for California. Companies like
SolarCity (with the worldwide famous representative Elon Musk) have promoted the
purchase of PV panels and further influenced governmental laws and interconnection
procedures with utilities and their grid network.

Figure 5 Annual Additional Installed Self-Generation Capacity (CEC staff, 2016)

This development creates rising critical situations for the grid stability which needs to be
confronted by innovative energy storage solutions like Second-Life batteries. Figure 6
reflects the status of 1,440 MW new Solar PV farms in California which emphasize the
necessity of a large-scaled solution.

Figure 6 New Renewable Capacity Added in 2016 (Excluding Self-Generation) (CEC, October 2016)

Second-Life Battery Assembly
Used Nissan Leaf Lithium-Ion modules are provided for UC Davis for research purpose. The
modules have a remaining State-of-health (SOH) of 75% (average) which describes the
remaining storage capacity. These 'modules Assemblies' are shown in figure 8.
By modification and assembling a total of eight Nissan modules in parallel, the 'battery
assembly' is created. Afterwards, seven 'battery assemblies' are connected as a string which
represents a battery bank in purpose of EES application. See fig. 5 for the schematic procedure
from the original, but used, Nissan Leaf module till the final battery bank.

Figure 7 Step of procedure for battery assemblies and battery banks (Lacap Joseph, December 3rd 2015)

Figure 8 Provided Nissan Leaf Modules in a battery case

Figure 9 'Battery Banks' with seven 'Battery Assemblies'

Definition
The definition of a Second-Life Battery and its application provides an insight of its utilization
as electrical energy storage (EES). A used EV lithium-ion battery is no longer acceptable for
customer application in purpose of transportation issues but still has a remaining energy
storage capacity available. This means that the remaining capacity of a charged battery still
provides a full functionality, no physical damage or weak spot for application. Furthermore,
the status of a Second Life Battery (SLB) is the modified preparation for energy storage
purpose with a remaining state of health (SOH) of 0.75 of the original capacity.
The original current for discharging and charging process is assumed to be equal for the
expected and remaining lifetime of four years in stationary application (Smith Bradley, April
27th 2017).

Physical Parameters of Li-Ion Battery for economic analysis
The characteristics and parameters of the lithium-ion battery performance are studied and
described as follows. In addition, a detailed analysis and structure of processes are
presented for a better understanding of the corresponding components in a EES system in
respect to lithium-ion for effective operation. The provided benchmark values represent the
required circumstances for evaluation and comparison with further EES devices.
The following list mentions the name, function and description of each parameter in a EES
system. In addition, the values are classified by their necessity for evaluation in this thesis:
•

•

•

•
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Capacity [Ah]: The capacity of an electrical energy storage in ampere-hour [Ah] is the
amount of electric charge which can be provided in accurate discharge circumstances.
In any EES system, the capacity is affected by the current, nominal voltage,
temperature and type of element for the active material
Energy [Wh]: For calculating the amount of energy in watt-hour [Wh] the product of
average discharge voltage and capacity is taken. It represents the power in- or output
at a certain period of time (one hour). For observation of specified types of batteries,
the parameter for energy is often illustrated as watt-hour per kilogram [Wh/kg] which
is a competitive value.
Power [W]: One of the basic electric formulas is the product of voltage and current
which results in power and its unit watts [W]. Furthermore, the power value is
determined by the internal resistance which is dependent on temperature and Stateof-Charge (SOC) of the battery (Lamp Peter, 2013). The value of power can differ
between in- and output power which has further consequences for the cycle period2.
Efficiency [%]: The rate of efficiency illustrates the quotient of output energy to input
energy. Lithium-ion batteries perform with a general efficiency rate of 95 % and higher
(Leuthner et al. 2011).

Time period for charging the battery is longer than for discharging (see figure xx)

A typical, but single lithium cell contains a nominal voltage of 3.6 V in regards of a maximum
voltage of 4.2 V and a minimum voltage of 2.5 V. At any time, the depth of discharge must
be prevented from falling below the minimum voltage of 2.5 V in order to protect the cell
from irreversible damages, e.g. the loss of capacity and a higher level of self-discharge.
Additionally and in respect of safe operating conditions for the lithium battery and the
complete EES system, voltages above 4.2 V, the maximum voltage for any lithium cell, are
causing self-ignition which characterizes a risk for human and system (Dorn R. et al 2013).

Figure 10 Discharge Characteristic Lithium-Ion Battery

Aging Effects
The performance and properties of lithium-ion batteries is changing by an increasing number
of cycles3. These occurring alternating effects are based on the following main causes and
reasons:
•

•

Solid Electrolyte Interface (SEI), a needed surface film on the electrodes, gets either
damaged or grows excessively. The growing film is preventing a direct contact of
electrolyte and active material which is caused by a raising number of cycles. The
consequence is a limited battery capacity (Kurzweil and Brandt, 2009)
Elevated temperature for the lithium-ion cells and the inserted separator is increasing
the total impedance for about 15% according to studies of Norin et al. and as
consequence is limiting capacity and performance (Norin et al. 2002)

The rate of degradation and the loss of capacity are major parameters for the operating
voltage and performance value of each single lithium-ion cell. Moreover, operating
conditions while application, implemented materials, composition of electrolyte and
manufacturing processes have impacts on the expected lifetime which tends to differ
depending on type of application (Leuthner et al. 2011).
Therefore, the analysis of financial benefits for Californian customers is closely connected to
the technical circumstances and lifetime expectancy of the EES system. An observation and
insight of the electrical modification of the used lithium-ion modules, which has been
performed on UC Davis campus, is presented in the following to confirm the parameters and
circumstances for further modelling.

3

One cycle describes the process of one discharge and charge in its daily application as EES

Microgrid Layout
The research at UC Davis targets the application of Second-Life batteries for stationary
application – as photovoltaic (PV) energy storage – while the affected components build a
microgrid. This includes:
•
•
•
•
•

PV Array: The renewable energy supply (100 kWp4) is an essential factor which is
taken for scaling Converter and electric energy storage (EES)
Converter: A SMA converter5 is utilized for grid-tied energy supply
Rhombus Inverter: The Rhombus inverter is needed for transferring power from SLB
to grid and vice versa.
EES: the modeled SLB device has a capacity of 2*130 kWh for fully charged status
Load: Load describes the occurring demand in the microgrid which needs to be met
by supply from either PV energy, EES or grid

Figure 8 shows the individual components and their interactions. The projected microgrid
reflects the UC Davis campus winery (Load) with close located EES and PV Array.

Figure 11 Microgrid Layout for Second-Life Battery (SLB) Application
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kWp means kilo-watt peak which represents the maximum power output (kW) in Standard Testing Conditions
(STC). STC represents 1000 W/m2 irradiance and 25°C environmental temperature
5
Converter is the device for transforming direct current (DC) to DC with an higher voltage; for transforming DC
to automatic current (AC) an inverter is needed

Recent EES systems target on efficient and optimized systems performance. Therefore, the
system infrastructure is on physical and communicative layer. Power from each device is
transferred (Power flow (red lines in figure 8)) while certain performance and controlling
parameters are managed by the 'Energy Management System' (blue lines in figure 8) for a
maximum value of operating.

Solar Forecast Methodology
A certain task for an efficient Second-Life Battery Application is an accurate forecast of
provided PV power. Renewable energy supply from the installed PV panels is in purpose for
meeting demand on the one hand and furthermore used to charge SLB. The applied strategy
uses surplus6 energy for charging SLB in order to reduce peak demand for late hours.
Solar Forecast is executed by the daily weather news and channels for general purpose and
in order to provide information of solar irradiance and temperature for public. This chapter
illustrates the collection of data and final programming of a solar forecast (in Matlab) in
purpose of daily application for optimizing and adopting strategies.

Classification of Solar-Forecasting Methods
Due to the current and future impact of independent system operators (ISO) and their
influence on the economic value of forecasting to other stakeholder, like owner-operators,
ISOs will be the primary stakeholders for forecasting needs and plans in near terms.
Furthermore, utilities with a widefield distributed PV penetration on their urban distribution
feeders are concerned as secondary stakeholders in future. The current situation in
California presents only a few utilities which take advantage of solar forecasts for local
automated responses to voltage fluctuations initiated by volatile solar production (Carlos
F.M. Coimbra and Jan Kleissl, 2013).
The choice of solar-forecasting method depends strongly on several impact parameters like
timescales which vary from:
•
•
•

6

a few seconds or minutes (intrahour)
a few hours (intraday)
a few days ahead (intraweek)

“Surplus” describes the renewable energy (from PV panels) which is left after meeting demand
(surplus=PVenergy-demand)

The California Independent System Operators (CAISO) is connected to the following
forecasting model (Glassley et al. 2012):
•

•

the day-ahead (DA) forecast is submitted at 05:30 a.m prior to the operating day,
with its start at midnight on the day of submission and a cover of each of the 24 h of
the same operating day. In general, the DA forecast is used 18.5 to 42.5 h in advance.
Another type of forecast is the hour-ahead (HA) forecast which is submitted 105 min
prior to each operating hour. Additionally, an advisory forecast for the 7 h afterwards
are executed.

A further implementation of an intrahour forecast of 5 min intervals is given consideration
by CASIO. As an example of implementation there is a similar system by the Midwest ISO
(Carlos F.M. Coimbra and Jan Kleissl, 2013).
As an actual position of each form of forecast, the intraday forecasts are of smaller economic
value than DAs. The expectations for future consider medium-term (< 48 h) as of higher
value for energy resource planning and scheduling. The benefits of intraday forecasts are in
load following, predispatch and reducing the need for frequency control in “real time”.

Table 1 gives a short overview of technologies and corresponding forecasting types (Carlos
F.M. Coimbra and Jan Kleissl, 2013):
Forecast
variable
GI

Application

Cell
temperature

PV

DNI

Concentrating
solar power

PV

Primary
determinants
Clouds, solar
geometry
GI, air
temperature,
wind
Clouds, aerosols,
water vapor

Importance
to market
High

Current
forecast skill
Medium

Low

High

Medium

Low

Table 2 Important Variables in Solar Forecasting (Carlos F.M. Coimbra and Jan Kleissl, 2013)

Concentrating solar power
For concentrating solar power, such as solar-thermal or concentrated photovoltaic (CPV),
the direct normal irradiance (DNI) is essential for forecasts. Due to this, the DNI forecasts are
chiefly important for the management and operation of concentrating solar thermal power
plants.
In general, DNI is closely related and depended on random parameters like cirrus clouds,
wildfires, dust storms and episodic air pollution event which are hardly to forecast. These
circumstances can reduce DNI by up to 30 % on otherwise cloud-free days (Carlos F.M.
Coimbra and Jan Kleissl, 2013).

Nonconcentrating systems
Most of the global PV systems are non-concentrating ones which require primarily
global irradiance (GI) which consists of diffuse and direct irradiance) on the surface, tilted or
not. For a final forecast of the energy yield of a PV system, the temperature is having a great
influence and has to be considered (Carlos F.M. Coimbra and Jan Kleissl, 2013).

Long time horizons forecast
For Forecast in the 2 till 6 h time horizons, “a combination of methods is used that relies on
observations or predictions of clouds through numerical weather predication (NWP) models,
especially those in “rapid-refresh” mode, and satellite images with cloud optical depth and
cloud-motion vector information (Hammer et al., 1999, 2001, 2003).”
On the other side, for short term forecasts (< 30 min) there are several techniques which are
based on ground-to-sky imagers. Those have been developed for GHI and DNI by converting
the cloud-positioning information into deterministic models (Chow et al., 2011, Marquez &
Coimbra 2012, Marquez et al., 2013).

Short time horizons forecast
Short time horizon forecast refers to a forecast below 2 h and these applications tend to follow up
statistical approaches, such as autoregressive integrated moving averages (ARIMA) and artificial
neural network (ANN) modelling (Sfetsos & Coonick, 2000, Cao & Lin. 2008). Dynamic (regime-based)
blends of different approaches have the best accuracy at all (Chen et al., 2011; Marquez & Coimbra,
2011).
For example, ANN time series-based forecasts are in competition with satellite-based models in
terms of overall error (Marquez et al., 2012). Finally, forecast accuracy is improves by statistical
postprocessing with stochastic-learning techniques included. These techniques dynamically assemble
or correct different input forecasts.
Table 2 provides an overview of characteristics of and Inputs for Solar-forecasting techniques which
are in use:
Technique

Sampling rate

Spatial
resolution

Spatial extent

Suitable
forecast
horizon
Minutes
Tens of
minutes

Persistence
Total-sky
imagery

High
30 s

1 point
10 s – 100 m

1 point
2 – 5 m radius

GOES satellite
imagery
NAM weather
model

15 min

1 km

U.S.

5 houra

1h

12 km

U.S.

10 d

Application

Baseline
Short-term
ramps,
regulation
Load
following
Unit
commitment

Table 3 Characteristics of and Inputs for Solar-forecasting Techniques (Carlos F.M. Coimbra and Jan Kleissl,
2013)

Figure 12 Forecast GHI (W/m2) on April 10, 2010, at midday from the North American Mesoscale model (NAM)

Numercial weather predicition (NWP)
NWP is the basic physically based forecasting tool in utilization for many further forecasting
techniques. In general, it considers all physical processes in its results which are pressure,
wind, temperature, water-vapor condensation and evaporation and radiative transfer of
solar and longwave radiation. The main purpose of NWP models is to model the atmosphere
as exactly as possible. However, NWP forecasts are inferior for short time horizons due to
sudden and unexpected climate changes. International Governmental centers such as
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), European Center for Medium
range Weather Forecasting (ECMWF) and GEMS. These forecasts are mostly not optimized
for a specific location or for solar irradiance forecasting in general.

Recommended Solar-forecasting techniques
There are 4 preferred models and techniques for solar forecasting which are summarized
and shown as follows (Schroedler-Homscheidt et al., 2009):
•
•
•

•

Deterministic NWP schemes in the day-ahead market with ensemble prediction
technologies (for GHI and DNI)
Aerosol optical depth modeling from air-quality applications in day-ahead prediction
(for DNI)
Nowcasting of cloud fields and irradiance from satellites. Cloud-motion vector
forecasting, including both visible and infrared channels, should be used for the 1-5 h
forecast horizon
(for DNI)
Ground measurements for intrahour forecasts

For forecasting application of more than 5 hours the NWP technique is highly recommended
in accuracy due to considering and including of all represented cloud layers (W. Glassley, J.
Kleissl, H. Shiu, J. Huang, October 2012)

Conclusion
Each method of solar forecasting has its strength and weaknesses. A solution for the most
efficient and accurate model is a hybrid methodology that capitalize on the strength and
brings up a forecasting system that is robust, flexible and accurate at any time. The following
algorithm provides a combination and includes different kind of forecasting models.

Figure 13 Renewable Energy Supply in California (CAISO, October 28th 2015)

Solar Forecast Programming Procedure
The different types of forecasting present a wider field of forecasting opportunities with a
different value of accuracy and data input. Due to literature (Coimbra et al., 2013), the
essential influence of sky-cover on the measured solar irradiance at the ground level, the
following forecast process of a certain area - i.e. UC Davis campus - focuses on the clear sky
index from historical data and forecasted sky cover in percentage.

Historical Data
A reliable value of historical solar irradiance is a basic circumstance for a qualitative forecast.
Especially in concern of future energy supply by renewable energy – mainly wind and solar –
the accuracy and value of tolerance is chosen to be crucial.
In the United States a number of governmental weather channels and stations provide
information to the National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB) with focus on meteorological
and solar irradiance data sets. Furthermore, the information is for public purpose and
therefore at no cost and ideally for research issues (National Solar Radiation Database,
12.05.2017).
After download and data conversation, the historical values from year 1998 till 2015 are
available as mat-files for further data analysis and calculations (see Fig. 14).

Figure 14 Annual historic data for Matlab

The values provided are as follows (NSRDB, July 12th 2017):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

DHI
DNI
GHI
Clearsky DHI
Clearsky DNI
Clearsky GHI
Cloud Type
Dew Point
Temperature
Pressure
Relative Humidity
Solar Zenith Angle

[Watt per square meter]
[Watt per square meter]
[Watt per square meter]
[Watt per square meter]
[Watt per square meter]
[Watt per square meter]
unitless
[Degree C]
[Degree C]
[mbar]
[%]
[Angle between the sun and the zenith]

This set of data is collected by a Physical Solar Model (PSM) with a serially complete
collection of hourly and half-hourly values. The PSM is developed for taking cloud properties
from satellite retrievals for further surface radiation calculations. All cloud properties are
initiated by using the modified Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
Pathfinder Atmospheres-Extended (PATMOS-x) algorithms for utilization with Global Online
Enrollment System (GOES) data (NSRDB, July 12th 2017).
In particular, the values for the DNI with cloudy conditions are determined by the Direct
Insolation Simulation Code (DISC) model. For clear sky conditions of GHI and DNI instead, the
Reference Evaluation of Solar Transmittance 2 bands (REST2) model is taken for estimating
the connected values (NSRDB, July 12th 2017).
With focus on 'Clearsky' values, Temperature and Solar Zenith Angle are the main historic
parameters for the following solar forecast illustrated.
Note: 'Clearsky' values refers to horizontal surface’ irradiance without any cloud-cover
influence [0%].

Values
In the following figures represent the specific irradiance types in the year 2015. The graphs
illustrate two irradiance measurements per hour which results in total time line of 2*8760
values per year.

Figure 15 Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI) in Davis
from 2015 (NSDRB, May 15th 2017)
from 2015

Figure 16 Average GHI value in Davis

Figure 15 and 16 offers an overview of all measured GHI irradiance values in consideration of
the connected sky-cover value per hear. The result is an average value of 221.35 Wh/m² in
the year 2015 and 5.28 kWh/m²/day (NSDRB, May 15th 2017) (NSDRB, Oct 4th 2017).
The next graph shows the Direct Normal Irradiance measured in Davis and in 2015. The
average value of these value is at 288 Wh/m² and 6,93 kWh/m²/day
(NSDRB, May 15th 2017) (NSDRB, Oct 4th 2017).

Figure 17 Direct Normal Irradiance (DNI) in Davis
from 2015 (NSDRB, May 15th 2017

Figure 18 Converted average DNI value for each hour in
Davis from 2015

The focus is on the clear-sky values of GHI and DNI in figure 19 and figure 20 which are not
exact equal over the year, but are these tolerances assumed as negligible.

Figure 19 Clear-Sky GHI in Davis from 2015 (NSDRB, May
15th 2017)

Figure 20 Converted measured GHI
values in Davis from 2015

Figure 21 Clear-Sky DNI in Davis from 2015 (NSDRB, May 15th 2017)

In consideration of figure 19 and figure 20, the average values for GHI and DNI over all
available time stamps are:
•
•

GHI: 245.27 Wh/m²
DNI: 364.23 Wh/m²

Note: These values include and build up average over 0 Wh/m² during night hours or after
sunset.
NSRDB provides two data-sets for the area of UC Davis campus from two different weather
stations. In sense of accuracy, the forecast error should be reduced by averaging the GHI
forecast from as many NWP grid points as possible within a specific distance (Mathiesen and
Kleissl, 2011) (Pelland et al. 2015) (Lorenz et al. 2009).

For further analysis, the so called 'time stamp' of each value is important for connecting with
the corresponding value of forecast (described in the next point). Furthermore, Figure 22
presents the available and different parameters for solar forecast. For the reason of monocrystalline PV-Panels and their physical dependency on direct normal incident irradiance
(DNI), the prime parameter from this matrix of values is the clear-sky DNI (Coimbra et al.,
2013).

Figure 22 Measured Temperature in Davis from 2015 (Weather Underground, Oct. 26th 2017)

Source of Data
Forecasting Platform
In consideration of a long-term application and functional algorithm, the preferred source of
forecasting values should be
•
•
•

Reliable
Close stations of measurement – preferred more than one station
Free or limited in costs

For these listed requirements, the National Weather Service Forecast Office Sacramento
(NWS) is presenting the best circumstances and amount of value parameters. The data is
free available on NWS website and is presenting a forecast horizon of up to 168 h.

NWS forecast technique
As a first step of data collection, the variable of 'sky cover' is called from the official website
of the National Weather Service (NWS) for the region of purpose. The Model Output
Statistics (MOS) technique (Glahn and Lowry, 1972) is the prime reference for modeling the
Global Forecast System (GFS).

Disclaimer by the National Weather Service (NWS)
“This operational server maintains a current database of meteorological and hydrological
data, historical data, and written information generated by the NWS or received from other
official sources. In addition, this server accesses in realtime a selection of current official
weather observations, forecasts, and warnings from U.S. government sources for use by the
national and international community. In an effort to enhance the science, experimental
products may be accessible on this server and care must be taken when using such products
as they are intended for research use.” (National Weather Service, July 12 th 2017)

The information provided by the NWS Web pages are in the public domain and may be used
without charge for any lawful purpose so long as you do not:
1. Claim it as your own (e.g. by claiming copyright for NWS information)
2. Use it in a manner that implies an endorsement or affiliation with NOAA/NWS
3. Modify its content and then present it as official government material

The name of NWS (National Weather Service) is protected and cannot be used without
permission from NWS. But permission is not required to display unaltered NWS products
which include the NWS name or NWS/NOAA visual identifier as part of the original product.
National Weather Service (NWS), July 12th 2017, https://www.weather.gov/disclaimer,
accessed July 12th 2017

Flow Chart and Structure
The following flow chart presents the general code architecture, structure and purpose
which is programmed in Matlab.

Figure 23 Flow Chart of Solar Forecast

Figure 23 is structured in couple of individual functions which receive needed information
(e.g. from a web-service) or have saved historic values. This data is used to calculate the
irradiance value for PV panels and each certain point of time.

Inputs: The user needs to enter a number of physical (e.g. area size of the PV surface) and
geographical parameters (e.g. longitude and latitude) of the PV panels in a prepared EXCELfile which is read by the Matlab-Code for each run (see table 3).
Furthermore, the code reads the real-time data from the National Solar Radiation Database
(NSRDB) website for environmental circumstances (e.g. cloud-cover and temperature).
The introduced 'Clear-Sky' irradiance values for DNI is taken as reliable pre-value of
irradiance which is adapted in the following step.
As a last input parameter are the AirMass factor and sun position/PV tilt angle which are
provided by a colleague’s function (see figure 23).

Irradiance Prediction/Algorithm:
The following function
determines the influence of
cloud-cover and temperature on
the historic irradiance values
(numerical regression). This
creates the irradiance prediction
for the PV panels for certain
points of time (in hour-steps)
which are used for further
performance algorithm.

Energy Production: The last
algorithm is finally calculating
Figure 24 Angles for sun position and PV performance algortihm
the power output of the PV
panels in consideration of angle,
area, Performance Ration and Efficiency loss

Output: The Output is the average power output for 1 hour which is transformed to energy
by integral. This energy value is ideally used for balancing as later illustrated.

Note: The code is oriented and based on historical and actual databases from the internet.
For the historical input, the governmental National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB)
provides the solar irradiance from the year 1998 till 2015.

The website from the National Weather Service (NWS) Forecast Office Sacramento is
implemented in the Matlab Code. Figure 25 illustrates an outline of the forecasted hourly
parameters in a total range of 168 hours (NWSFO, July 4th 2017):

Figure 25 Solar Forecast Parameters from the National Weather Service Forecast Office, Sacramento CA
(NWSFO, July 4th 2017)

This website enables an easy access to their forecasting data by the XML-file access. The
XML-data can be downloaded or read by code lines, for example in Matlab, and taken for
further algorithms. The main two parameters in this table are 'Sky-Cover' and 'Temperature'
for further application in calculations.
After the receipt of the forecast information and the saved historical irradiance, the code
calculates the forecasted irradiance on the PV panels. An important note is the
corresponding tilt angle of the PV panels (angle between panel surface and horizontal line)
and the sun position for each point of time. Thanks here to my partner and PHD student
Joseph Lacap at UC Davis who provided a pre-programmed function for determining the
angle of sun to position of PV panels.

Forecast Accuracy
The area of the forecasted cloud cover and temperature is 4 miles north-west of Davis, see
Figure 26.
It’s easy to see, that the area is not on the
UC Davis campus and does not cover the
installed PV-panels. However, the area is
assumed as close enough for projecting
and further atmospheric differences to be
too low for influences.

UC Davis Campus

Figure 26 Forecast Area of the National Weather Service
Forecast Office, Sacramento (CA)

In terms of accuracy, the range of forecast is essential for the overall level of forecast. As any
general weather and/or market forecast, the length of range precise the range of tolerance.
After feedback talks with the research group and supervisor, the range of solar forecast is
determined at 48 hours. This range of forecast is regarded as sufficient and reliable for
provided circumstances and need of application.

Code Application
The described code architecture and its targeted data source can either be run manually by
entering all specific parameters or by a prepared EXCEL-file before each single run. The
following passage describes how to proceed.
For a functional application of the solar forecast, for example on a controller, the code is run
on a computer with Matlab software in advance. The referring Excel File 'ForecastInput' is
filled with all asked parameters and saved as xlsx-file (see Tab. 4).

Table 4 ForecastInput Variables

Y
2017

M
8

D

Time Hour Pos
Pos
tilt Sur
time Efficien area PR
TL LF
flag Start Lat
Long
Az
cy
7
1
18 38.55 121.73 15
-20
18
0.18 730 0.85 3 0.9

The asked point of forecast must be in the current hour or in a following point of time within
a maximum of seven days. For an automatic connection of the EXCEL-file with the code, the
variable 'Settimeflag' needs to have the value '1'. If the parameters should be entered
manually, this flag is set to '0'. The variable 'HourStart' sets the beginning Hour of solar
irradiance forecast and presents the first value for the solar forecast graph. To specify the
position of the photovoltaic panels and the asked solar irradiance, the variables 'posLat' and
'posLong' are needed.
The next parameters are essential for the energy yield of the photovoltaic (PV) panels.
Therefore, 'tilt' is the angle (in degree) from the horizontal line upwards, 'SurAz' stands for
the Azimuth angle (in degree) while '0' is the south direction, east is '-90' and west '90'.
Similar to the 'HourStart' variable, 'time' is the asked hour of energy yield of the photovoltaic
panels.
The next parameter 'efficiency' considers the efficiency of each solar module in converting
solar irradiance and its captured energy via photovoltaic into electricity. Afterwards, the
'area' is the total geometrical surface of the PV panels. For calculation of the total energy
output, 'PR' (Performance Ratio) presents the losses by inverter, temperature, DC and AC
cables, losses due to dust or snow and is assumed as a general value of 0.75.

Process
The values are entered in the pre-prepared Excel-file and saved in the same folder as the
Matlab Code. Afterwards, the Excel file and its content are converted to a 'structure'
datatype by the code into a mat-file. From this point on, the Input-file with all physical and
geographic plus time values is ready to be used for the following solar and the expected
energy yield forecast.

Converting to executable
If the code needs to be converted to an executable for controller, the code with all referring
files and functions need to be located in the same folder or subfolder.
For building the executable file, the following command is entered in the command window
>> mcc -m PVForecast.m

After running the code, the executable is located in the same folder as the m-file of the PV
forecast. Therefore, the executable should be switched to the folder of Solarforecast\bin
together with the file for historic solar irradiance for further application on the controller.

Executables
The final forecast of the irradiance and photovoltaic energy yield output for the current and
following two days is executed by an executable. This executable is running on the
microcontroller for an independent data observation and analyzes. Therefore, the controller
requires the Matlab runtime version 8.5 for further application7.
For the described way of forecasting are three different ways of calculation programmed.
That means, the algorithm is investigated as follows:

1) Linear Sky Cover and Irradiance Input
The simplest way of considering sky cover for the available irradiance for the PV-panels is the
linear multiplication of the clear-sky irradiance with the forecasted sky cover percentage
value.

%% Sun irradiance calculation
TableGHI(Hour-InitialHour,idx_GHI)=(a*(1-(b/100))/1000;
TableGHI(Hour-InitialHour,idx_DNI)=(c*(1-(b/100))/1000;

These codelines of the algorithm show the simplest calculation to predict how much sunlight
reaches the ground for different amounts of cloud cover. In detail, the clear-sky irradiance
value for GHI 'a' or DNI 'c' is multiplied with the remaining value of the forecasted sky cover
percentage
'(1-(b/100))'. In addition, the irradiance is converted to kW per square meter.
This calculation is only useful for a first quick assumption of irradiance due to a linear
reflection of cloud cover percentage and solar irradiance on the ground when cloud cover of
100 is resulting 0 kW/m² or 0 cloud cover equal clear-sky irradiance value.

7

The Matlab runtime is available by this MathWorks: https://www.mathworks.com/products/compiler/mcr.html

1) Algorithm by Kasten and Czeplak
The potential consideration of the cloud cover percentage is needed for a more precise
forecast of the ground solar irradiance. Therefore, solar radiation is corrected for cloud
cover by the following formula (Kasten and Czeplak, 1980):
𝑅 = 𝑅0 (1 − 0.75 𝑛3.4 )
Where n is the fractional cloud cover and 𝑅0 is the clear sky insolation which is taken from
the historic data from National Solar Radiation Database (NSRDB).

%% Sun irradiance calculation
TableGHI(Hour-InitialHour,idx_GHI)=(a*(1(0.75*((b/100)^3.4))))/1000;
TableGHI(Hour-InitialHour,idx_DNI)=(c*(1(0.75*((b/100)^3.4))))/1000;

Note: This formula represents the available solar irradiance on a ground surface and without
influences of albedo or heat. The impact of temperature is considered in the final calculation
of the energy output by the PV panels.
Note: Executable of Kasten and Czeplak algorithm is called “NotNASA“

2) Cloud Cover and Solar Radiation by NASA
Finally, the formula of Kasten and Czeplak is recommended and illustrated by NASA’s
S’COOL program for an accurate irradiance forecast. The algorithm is comparable as follows:
𝑅 = 𝑅0 (1 − 0.75 𝑛3 )

%% Sun irradiance calculation
TableGHI(Hour-InitialHour,idx_GHI)=(a*(1(0.75*((b/100)^3))))/1000;
TableGHI(Hour-InitialHour,idx_DNI)=(c*(1(0.75*((b/100)^3))))/1000;

Note: Executable of NASA’s algorithm is called “NASA“

The result is taken in an example of an irradiance of 1000 W/m² and different cloud cover
percentages of 0.1 equal 10% till 1 equal 100% in the following figures:

Solar Radiation by Kasten
and Czeplak
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Figure 27 Linear Solar Radiation with an irradiance
value
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Figure 28 Solar Radiation Calculation by Kasten
and Czeplak
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Figure 29 Solar Radiation Calculation by NASA's
S'COOL Program

In general, the illustrated diagrams present the dependency of irradiance and connected
cloud-cover. A simple calculation (as shown in figure 27) of cloud-cover [%] and irradiance is
done at the beginning, but is high in tendency range. Therefore, Fig. 28 and 29 present a
third order behavior which is more accurate and reliable for forecasting.

Code Output/Result
After running the codelines in the corresponding controller for managing the EES microgrid,
the output values are visualized as follows (see figure 30).

Figure 30 Visualized output results for August 18th 2017 of the controller and its implemented Matlab-Code

Figure 30 and its included plots illustrate the forecast result of August 18 th 2017. On that day
and at 11 p.m the code was run and the first two plots show the actual and forecasted
GHI/m2 and DNI/m2. These values are the effective and usable irradiances for the PV panels.
In the lower two bar diagrams, the resulting power output from the PV panels and
forecasted energy supply are plotted. This renewable energy supply is used practically for
either storing in an EES or fed to the grid.

The resulting parameter of irradiance and renewable energy supply is further used for
simulating a microgrid for evaluating economic benefits from SLB application. As a basic idea
and motivation is the apparent inexpensive purchase and application of SLB. Nevertheless,
considering the remaining life-time expectancy of SLB (for 4 years according to a Nissan
employee) and a reduced performance value (SOH of 75%), customers need investigations
and analysis as a convincing purpose. After introducing the SLB and its electrical layout in the
following chapter, a simulation process determines the economic benefits of SLB.

Electrical Energy Storage Layout
Battery Modules
The basic building block for each 'battery assembly' and following battery bank are used
battery modules from the Nissan Leaf electric vehicle (EV). After investigation and testing of
these used modules, the average State-Of-Health (SOH) is approximately 75%. By definition,
the SOH represents the remaining percentage from the initial capacity which is useable for
charging. The resulting parameter for further calculations is the maximum charging capacity
of 75% of the nominal charging capacity (Lacap Joseph, December 3rd 2015).
In standard testing conditions (STC), all provided Nissan battery modules are charged and
discharged at a controlled temperature of 25°C. The measurements and results are used to
identify modules with the same or most similar SOH which are assembled as a 'battery
assembly' afterwards. This step is essential for an efficient charging- or dischargingmanagement in an EES system and for limiting unequal temperature affects.

Table 5 Measured specifications and characteristics of battery modules (Lacap Joseph, December 3rd 2015)

Specification

Value

Nominal Capacity per (LEAF) Module
Nominal Capacity at 75% SOH per
Module
per Battery Assembly (SOC = 100%)
Nominal Cap. at 20%-80% SOC per
Module
per Battery Assembly
Nominal Voltage at 50% SOC
Max/Min Safe Voltage Limit*
Maximum Power (in UC Davis system)
Maximum Current (in UC Davis system
Nominal Current (in UC Davis system)

60
45
360 (45Ah*8)
25.2
192
7.6
8.3/4.72
91
12
12

EES
value
-

System Unit

720 (360Ah*2)

Ah
Ah
Ah

384 (192Ah*2)

Ah
Ah

450
425/480
192

V
V
W
A
A

The presented values for capacity, nominal voltage and limits for current and voltage in table 4
are taken for later simulation circumstances and technical block parameters. Furthermore,
the simulation regarding the 'battery assemblies' as a 'battery bank' is featured by a
'battery block' in Matlab/Simulink for simulation. Out of that reason, the electrical connection
of all 'battery assemblies' is observed and studied in the next paragraph.
Note: For later simulation the definition and threshold values of a discharge/charge cycle are
essential. Lithium-ion batteries are strictly prevented of being discharged below 20 percent of
the remaining capacity which is called depth-of-discharge (DOD). In addition, the total range
of operation is limited from 20 to 80 % for the SOC to increase the service life of SLB.

Electrical Connection
Each 'battery assembly' is assembled by eight modules which are connected in parallel for
raising the total battery capacity (see Figure 31). The style of 'modular' EES system is a costefficient standard for lithium-ion battery circuits which cause each cell being affected by the
same voltage level and for controlling purposes (see chapter Battery Management System
BMS for further information) (Lamp 2013). As illustrated in tab. 4 are the parameters of each
'battery assembly' with a nominal capacity of 360 Ah (8*45 Ah) and a nominal voltage of 7.6 V.

Figure 31 The electrical circuit visualizes the parallel connection of eight Nissan modules in a 'battery assembly'
(Lacap Joseph, December 3rd 2015)

In Figure 31 is the circuit diagram of each 'battery assembly'. A closer look on each Nissan Leaf
Module exhibits the connection of two cells as a pair in parallel and two pairs in series for a
total of four lithium battery cells per module. Due to assembling a certain number of similar
modules into one 'battery assembly', financial costs for installing, replacing modules and longterm service are less for residentials (Köhler 2013).
Further reasons for assembling all cells in a 'modular structure' are:
•
•
•

To reduce the wiring per assembly
To result in lower and safer voltage levels per assembly
Easier to control lithium cells for cell balancing

Rated Capacity
The term 'Rated Capacity' describes the
minimum effective capacity of the
battery for discharging purpose. In order
to simulate the Second-Life battery
system performance and to investigate
the economic results for customer, the
technical and electrical parameters of
SLB need to be identified. Therefore, to
consider variations in the aging and
manufacturing process the calculation of
the rated capacity for simulation is as
follows.

Calculation: Average SOH of 75% is
considered which means the actual
maximum capacity of each module is
45Ah.

Figure 32 EES Interconnection of two 'Battery Banks'

Furthermore, eight modules are connected parallel which results in 360 Ah for each 'battery
assembly' and for SOC equal 100 %. The further connection of 7 'battery assemblies' in series
does not have any influence of the battery capacity value and keeps it constant in a total of
360 Ah per battery stack. Besides, two of these stacks are installed individually and connected
by an electrical junction for a 'Maximum Capacity' of 720 Ah.

Battery Management System (BMS)
A battery management system (BMS) is a required
element of an efficient and functional energy
storage system (ESS) with lithium as storage
medium. The main task of the system is to control,
to monitor and to protect each cell and the
battery pack from damage. As consequence of
these actions is the BMS needed to extend the
period of operation and to maintain the battery
system in continuing and reliable operating
conditions (Brodd Ralph, 2013).

Figure 33 BMS Model from Orion (Orion
Manual, xxx)

Certain Tasks for BMS
The BMS is the primary method of battery control. In that purpose, a list of specific tasks for
BMS are as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Measuring system voltage, current and temperature
Monitor the state of charge (SOC)
Protect the cells by thermal management
Control the charge/discharge procedure
Responsible for data acquisition
Communication (real-time)
Storing historical data
Cell balancing

The mentioned tasks are accomplished by observing certain control parameters which are cell
voltage, temperature and cell current. These are used in algorithms to calculate the SOC for
further balancing operations in order to prevent thermal critical situations (Dorn et al. 2013).
Furthermore, the electrical parameters are measured for allocating charging or discharging
processes. This means that certain threshold values for SOC initiate the BMS to open or close
separated electrical circuits.
The utilization of the BMS is responsible for guaranteeing a safe and reliable operation of the
EES for customer application. Before considering specified economic beneficial application
strategies, the thermal and electrical parameters are fundamental for application of EES
system. Therefore, the BMS ensures that temperature levels, current and voltage limits are
not exceeded for any point of time while operating.

Chosen Model for Application
The resulting model for the projected Second-Life-Battery System is the BMS model from
Orion (see Fig. 33). This BMS is designed for lithium cell battery storages with multiple specific
functions and responsibilities as follows (Orion Manual, xxx):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

All lithium cell voltages are monitored
Intelligent cell balancing by passive cell balancing
Maximum and minimum cell voltage is provided
Maximum available current limits are enforced from each module
Respects temperature limits of lithium cells
Monitors SOC of each cell
Isolation fault detection for a safe application

This overview of the main and essential tasks of a BMS need to be assured by certain reliability.
Therefore, the parameters of accuracy are expected as sufficient for application (Orion
Manual, xxx):
•
•

Cell voltage resolution of 1.5 mV
Maximum individual cell voltage rating of 0.5 to 5 V per cell tap

•
•
•

Cell voltage measurement total error of less than 0.25% across full temperature range
which is from -40 until 80 °C
Fast cell voltage polling every 30 mS
High immunity to EMI and other noise circumstances

These characteristics and the field of functionality represents a high level of accuracy for
operation. According to individual aging progresses in used lithium cells, the differences in
capacity, impedance and rate of self-discharge require an effective cell balancing. Therefore,
cell balancing is essential for limiting voltage differences among the cells in the 'battery
assemblies'. The cell balancing targets to keep all cells at the same voltage level, within a
minimum of tolerance, for a consistent distribution of performance.

System Simulation
The previous described and introduced microgrid system components are further analyzed
in their economic performance. Therefore, certain physical parameters and prosperities for
•
•
•
•
•

PV Array
Converter
SLB
Inverter
Load

are taken and modeled in Matlab/Simulink for subsequent performance and cost-benefit
analysis. The data for simulation is connected to the year of 2015 for analysis due to its
availability. Furthermore, the certain values, technical parameters and module sizes are
projected for UC Davis campus load and supply circumstances. Figure 34 illustrates the
system layout and components. The view of point is on microgrid supply and demand
balancing with a minimum of grid electricity at peak hour (peak hour is from 4 p.m to 9 p.m
and considers the highest electricity rate provided by PG&E).

Figure 34 Simulation Layout in Matlab/Simulink

The following chapters illustrate and describe the modeling of the separate strings of
•
•
•

PV Power with converter
SLB with inverter
Load (campus winery)

Solar PV / Inverter Match
The following calculation identifies the interaction of PV panels and converter at UC Davis
campus. As the model of PV are chosen, the corresponding converter from SMA is selected.
Nevertheless, the electrical circuit and layout of the farm is essential for preventing damage
and inefficiency by loss through heat.
The functionality and efficiency of a PV system is depended on the suitable device
parameters of the different components and the correct amount of each of them. The
danger of a high voltage in case of too many PV modules for an inverter or too few modules
for maintaining an array’s MPP needs to be avoided. Therefore, an array to inverter
matching is used for defining the appropriate number of components and system layout.
A primary purpose of a PV system design at UC Davis is a wide range and percentage of
energy which can be captured and integrated into the grid for utilization. Furthermore, a
sufficient capacity by the inverter is needed to enable a maximum level of power and
efficiency while operating. Due to capacity the power output of the PV system is often
limited and is tried to be avoided for most possible circumstances.

Inverter 50 kW inverter SMA Tripower (2 modules)

INPUT (DC)
Input DC Voltage range
(min,max)
MPPT range
Max DC input current
CEC weighted efficiency
OUTPUT (AC)
Nominal AC voltage
Rated AC frequency
Max. output current
Power factor at rated power

SUNNY TRIPOWER
CORE1/US
51000 W
150 - 1000 V
500 – 800 VDC
30 A
98 %
50000 W
480 V / 277 V WYE
60 Hz
64 A
1/0.0 leading …. 0.0 lagging

Table 6 SMA inverter parameters (SMA Manual)

PV Panels Auxin AXN6M 355

Rated power @ STC (Pmp)
[W]
Open circuit voltage (Voc) [V]
Max power voltage (Vmp) [V]
Short circuit current (Isc) [A]
Max power current (Imp) [A]
Rated power at PTC [W]
Module efficiency [%]

355
47.47
38.55
9.90
9.21
18.3

Auxin AXN6M 355
Temp. Coefficient @ Pmp [%/°C]
Temp. Coefficient @ Voc [%/°C]
Temp. Coefficient @ Vmp [%/°C]
Temp Coefficient @ Isc [%/°C]
Temp Coefficient @Imp [%/°C]
UL series fuse rating [A]
Nominal Operating Cell Temp. (NOCT)
[°C]

-0.28
-0.38
+0.04
15

Table 7 Auxin AXN6M 355 parameters (Auxin Solar, 2017)

Further parameters to consider are (Auxin Solar, 2017):
Module efficiency [%]
18.3
UL Series Fuse Rating [A]
15
Maximum System Voltage [V] Vdc 1000
Operating Temperature [°C]
-40 to 85
Number of Cells per Module 72 (6'' Mono)
Note: STC is the short term for Standard Test Conditions which are in case of photovoltaic
panels and lab conditions the following (Auxin Solar, 2017):
•
•
•

Irradiance 1000 W/m²
Module Temperature 25°C
Air Mass 1.5

A further Standard for testing is the PTC which stands for PVUSA Test Condition. This
standard tempts to be closer to real world conditions as the STC. The guidelines for this
testing are (Jeff Ramsay, May 2010):
•
•
•

Irradiance 1000 W/m²
Air temperature 20 °C
Wind speed 1 m/s at 10 meters above ground level

Guidelines to follow
The danger of any PV system is a string with too many PV modules. If the sun irradiance is on
a high level and all modules are operating at maximum power point (MPP), the DC voltage
(Vdc) can exceed 600 V which is damaging for equipment. In addition, Vdc above 600 V is
violating the National Electrical Code (NEC) and breaks the manufacturer’s warrenty.
The NEC Article 690 is an electrical code and addresses safety standards for the installation
and application of PV systems. As an essential parameter is the maximum voltage which is
600 V for residential application (

1) Maximum Number (#) of Modules in Series
The referred calculation of the maximum number of modules in series is referenced to a
report of John Berdner (Berdner, January 2009). In case of exceeding the maximum inverter
operating voltage the consequences of failure or damage are critical. Furthermore, the
national guidelines by the NEC from the National Fire Protection Association (NFPA) are
needed to be followed (NFPA, 2014).
In consideration of the open-circuit voltage (Voc) and the correlated temperature
dependency, the amount of PV modules per string needs to be determined. Furthermore,
the maximum and minimum environmental temperature, the named temperature
differential, of Davis in the past 50 years is taken as Tmin equal -9 °C and Tmax equal 45 °C.

Voc_max = Voc + (temp differential x temp. coefficient of Voc)
= 47.47 + (-9 – 25) x (-0.28 % x 47.47)
= 51.99 Voc per module (@ min_temp (-9°C))

Max dc input for inverter is 1000 Vdc
Nmax
Nmax1000

= max # of series wired modules
=
1000/51.99
=
19.2
Nmax600

600 Vdc
=
=

600/51.99
11.5

The temperature correction at minimum temperature per NEC 609.7 at -9 °C is equal 1.14
which is further displayed in table 2 (NFPA, 2014).
String

Max VocSTC

= 1000 V / 1.14
= 877.2 Vdc

=

=
600 V / 1.14
526.3 Vdc

The maximum dc input voltage for the inverter selected is 600 Vdc. Therefore, the maximum
number of series wired modules (Nmax) must be less or equal to 600 Vdc divided by the
maximum module voltage.

Module
Nmax1000

877.2 V / VocSTC= 877.2 V / 47.47V
=
= 18.48
Nmax600
Nmax600

=

526.3 V / 47.47 V
=
11.09
11

Result: The utilization of a maximum of 11 modules (Nmax) in series string configuration
meets the NEC Table 690.7 requirements by using the manufacturer supplied temperature
coefficient of Voc and the table correction factor.

Correction Factors for Ambient Temperatures Below 25°C (77°F)
Ambient Temperature [°C]
Factor
Ambient Temperature [°F]
24 to 20
1.02
76 to 68
19 to 15
1.04
67 to 59
14 to 10
1.06
58 to 50
9 to 5
1.08
49 to 41
4 to 0
1.10
40 to 32
-1 to -5
1.12
31 to 23
-6 to -10
1.14
22 to 14
-11 to -15
1.16
13 to 5
-16 to -20
1.18
4 to -4
-21 to -25
1.20
-5 to -13
-26 to -30
1.21
-14 to -22
-31 to -35
1.23
-23 to -31
-36 to -40
1.25
-32 to -40
Table 8 Voltage Correction Factors for Crystalline and Multicrystalline Silicon Modules (NEC Table 690.7)

2) Minimum Number (#) of Modules in Series
A frequently occurring low PV array voltage condition has negative influence for the accurate
performance and energy production of a whole PV system. Whenever the array voltage is
below the minimum operating voltage, the inverter is not able to operate or to track the
array maximum power point. The periods of low voltage conditions need to be considered
for the whole system layout and if short periods of energy loss, for example at extremely hot
afternoons, are accepted.
The module’s maximum voltage, at the average high ambient temperature corrected
conditions, is needed for receiving the resulting minimum operating inverter voltage.
Furthermore, the mounting conditions and the resulting factor of temperature rise (T_rise) is
respected for the maximum voltage which is assumed to be 30 °C for roof top mounted PV
arrays.

Vmp_min = Vmp + (temp. diff x temp. coeff of Vmp)
= 38.55 V + (T_rise + T_max – T_STC) x -0.38 %/°C x 38.55 V
= 38.55 V + (30 + 45 -25) x -0.1465
= 38.55 – 7.33
Vmp_min = 31.22 V

Inverters min. input voltage = 150 Vdc
Nmin >= 150 Vdc / 31.22
Nmin >= 4.8
Nmin = 5
Check: Nmin x Vmp_min = 5 x 31.22 V = 156.1 V
Result: Maximum voltage is higher than minimum voltage input for at least 5 modules in
series (Nmin) in case of high temperature.

3) Maximum number (#) of parallel strings
The maximum number of parallel strings is needed for avoiding current limiting.
Furthermore, the temperature correction is assumed to be neglected.
For calculating the maximum number of parallel strings, the maximum inverter input current
is divided by the module’s Imp or Isc at STC.
N <= max inverter input current / Imp
N <= 20 A / 9.21 A
N <= 2.17

or / Isc
20 A / 9.90 A
N <= 2.02

4) Array Configuration per Inverter (2 inverters x MPPT inputs per inverter)
Each inverter input has one or two strings of modules in parallel with each string made up of
five till eleven series connected modules for 600 Vdc maximum.
Maximum usable DC power / maximum PV panel power
51 kW / 355 Wpanel = 143 panels but 140 panels are chosen for the PV system

For each of 6 MPPT inputs per inverter (two inverters in total) are
1 – 2 strings of modules in parallel
5 – 11 series connected modules (600 Vdc input)

Each inverter has 140 panels feeding it for 50 kW which results in
Number panels / number of independent MPPT
140 / 6 = 23.3
Number panels / number of 5 MPPT inputs
140 / 5 = 28
Panels per input / number of strings per input
28 / 2 = 14 panels

14 panels per string x 2 strings in parallel to each MPPT input x 5 MPPT inputs
14 x 2 x 5 = 140 modules per inverter

These numbers are used for the simulation block in Matlab/Simulink in order to create the
correct PV energysupply.

PV Power Modeled Components for Simulation
Figure 35 shows the modeled components for generating PV power and feeding into the
grid. Each of the blocks considers further input variables which are described and visualized
as follows.

Figure 35 PV Power Components from Panel to Grid

Environmental Circumstances
The focus on Northern
California area and a microgrid
which has a PV system as
renewable energy supply
available. This condition is met
by the UC Davis microgrid as
illustrated in figure 11. For
simulating the performance of
the PV system, the
corresponding data of
irradiance and temperature are
taken from the National Solar
Radiation Database (NSRDB).
The provided data from
governmental information is
for public purpose and
therefore is at no cost. It is
Figure 36 Input Signal for Irradiance (W/m^2) and
ideally for research content
Temperature (°C) for March 2015 (28 days in total)
only(National Solar Radiation Database, May 12th 2017).
The historical data of irradiance and temperature from the NSRDB platform represents a
reliable input for the 'Signal Builder' block as shown in figure 36. These simulation
parameters for Davis (California) draft direct normal irradiance (DNI) in Watt per square
meter (W/m^2), and temperature in Celsius degree (°C)8 9. The PV panel section has further
information,
8

The striking peak value in the temperature diagram might be interpreted as a measurement failure. The
reasons and consequences of this peak are assumed to be a harmless influence on the final results of
simulation
9
An important fact for later simulation is the temperature unit which is degree Celsius instead of common
degree Fahrenheit

The original data from NSRDB are values measured hourly. The fluctuation of irradiance,
based on spontaneous cloud-cover, is well-known to the author, but the hour values are
considered as sufficient for simulation conditions and reliable for further analysis.

Photovoltaic (PV) Panel
The global market offers a wide range of photovoltaic (PV) modules which mainly differ in
type and performance. For the application of SLB, the following PV panel module is chosen
for UC Davis and modeled in Matlab/Simulink.

Auxin Solar is a solar panel manufacturer located in San Jose, California (Auxin Solar, Dec 1 st
2017). In the portfolio of Auxin Solar, a number of solar panels with individual electrical
parameters exist. The chosen model for the PV array system is module AXN6M612T350.
The essential parameters for simulation and operating conditions are visualized in tab. 9
(Auxin Solar Manual, 2016).
Table 9 Technical parameters of the PV panels (Auxin Solar Manual, 2016)

AXN6M612T-350
Maximum Power (+3%)
Open Circuit Voltage (Voc)
Short Circuit Current (Isc)
Voltage at maximum power
point (Vmp)
Current at maximum power
point (Imp)
Module Efficiency (%)
Series Fuse Rating
Junction Box Protection
Operating Temperature
Number of Cells
Connector Type
Fire Rating

Value
350
47.37
9.81
38.48

Unit
Watt (W)
Volt (V)
Ampere (A)
Volt (V)

9.10

Ampere (A)

18.0
15

%
Ampere (A)
IP65/7
-40 to 85
Degree Celsius (°C)
72 (6'' Mono10)
MC4/Tyco compatible – based on customer request
UL1703

These parameters from the Auxin Solar Manual are taken as block parameters for simulating
the energy supply from PV panels. In the Simulink environment, the library of Simscape is
included which enables the modeling of physical devices by prebuilt blocks. Subsequently,
the prime parameters are entered in the block mask in Simulink (see figure 37).
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“Mono” describes the type of cell structure of the chosen absorber medium which is monocrystalline and
further can only absorb direct normal irradiance (DNI)

The focus of parameters in fig. 37 is on Voc, Isc, Vmp, Imp and cells per module. The
implemented algorithm of the PV array block refers to the module efficiency by calculating
the corresponding current-voltage and power-voltage characteristic curves. Afterwards, the
output power is determined for the actual input values11 .
In addition, the open-circuit voltage
(Voc) and short-circuit current (Isc)
are the major parameters for
outlining the PV inverter (see
section PV Inverter). These values
represent the maximum and
limiting values for system and
inverter design. Moreover, the
inverter and electrical circuit for the
PV panels must be coordinated for
an efficient and functional range of
operation (Chakraborty et al. 2013).
Finally, the influence and power
Figure 37 PV Array Mask and Parameters for Simulation (Nicolas
Strauss, December 21st 2017)
reduction by temperature is
respected by temperature
coefficients for Voc and Isc (Auxin Solar Manual, 2016).
The field of 'Array data' defines the electrical circuit for all PV panels by the number of
parallel strings and series-connected modules. Figure 37 illustrates the PV array designed for
a total power of 100 kW. This model is practiced at UC Davis campus.

PV Inverter
The output power from a PV system circuit is the variable direct current (DC) multiplied with
a given and controlled voltage at the corresponding maximum power point (MPP) for the PV
panel.
Following and for feeding PV power (PPV) into grid-compliant alternating current (AC), the
inverter12 must convert DC to AC to a certain level of voltage. Therefore, an inverter splits
the system in two circuits, in DC and AC, which enables the PV panels to operate at their
MPP which further ensures the required constant and table power fed to the grid
(SMA Solar, December 28th 2017).

11

The input values for each PV array block are irradiance (W/m^2) and temperature (°C).
The difference of inverter and converter is the direction of converting current. Converters convert from AC to
DC and inverters from DC to AC which is the case for PV circuits
12

The chosen type of inverter at UC Davis campus is the SMA SUNNY TRIPOWER CORE1/US.
Therefore, this inverter is modelled and simulated using the illustrated technical parameters
from Table 10.
Table 10 Technical Data for SMA Inverter (SMA SUNNY TRIPOWER CORE1 Manual, August 2016)

SUNNY TRIPOWER CORE1/US
Input (DC)
Max. usable DC power (@ cosϕ=1)
DC Voltage (max)
Rated MPPT voltage range
MPPT operating voltage range
Min. DC voltage/start voltage
Number of independent MPP trackers/strings per MPP
input
Max. input current/per MPP tracker

51000 W
1000 V
500-800 V
150-1000 V
150 V/188 V
6/2
120 A/20 A

Output (AC)
AC nominal power
50000 W
Max. AC apparent power
53000 VA
Output phases/line connections
3/3-N-PE, 3-PE
Nominal AC voltage
244-305 V
Rated AC grid frequency
60 Hz
Max. output current
64 A
In addition, the total number of inverters for the UC Davis PV power supply needs to be
considered. Based on the size of the PV power array (100 kW) and for converting DC to AC
power, two of the SMA inverter with a rated power of 50000 W, shown on table 6 are
implemented for application.
The value for efficiency is a prime characteristic for inverter modules (Denizar C. Martins,
September 18th 2012). In the inverter manual the maximum value is set to 98 %. This is the
ratio of output to rated power. Therefore, equation 1 is respected for any time and case for
the module (SMA SUNNY TRIPOWER CORE1, December 28th 2017).
𝑒𝑓𝑓𝑖𝑐𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑦 =

𝑂𝑢𝑡𝑝𝑢𝑡 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑃𝐴𝐶
=
𝑅𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑑 𝑃𝑜𝑤𝑒𝑟
𝑃𝐷𝐶

(1)

In order to implement the factor of efficiency in Matlab/Simulink, an efficiency curve from
the manual is applied. Visually detected values are captured in a table and the
interpolation13 in between is covered by the Simulink table block, see fig. 38 for the
simulation layout.

13

Interpolation describes the method of determining values between two table values. There are different
methods of interpolation available, but is linear interpolation the chosen form of interpolation

Figure 38 Efficiency value for SMA inverter

For calculation of the efficiency value, the recent power-output value (Pain) is divided by the
Rated Power (Parated). Beforehand, the variable of Pain is checked for its existence in order
to proceed with simulation. If not, the value for the ratio coefficient (Pacoeff) is set to zero.
The following step is the selection of the corresponding value for efficiency from the look-up
table (SMA CORE1). Subsequently for detecting the resulting grid-compliant power (Pa), the
initial output-power from the PV panels (PPV) is multiplied with the efficiency factor.

Three-Phase Bridge
The final element for feeding PV power to the grid is the three-phase bridge module. For
simulation circumstances, the grade of efficiency is the only parameter considered which is
assumed and recommended to be 98.3 % (Lin Chen et al. December 18th 2013).

SLB modeled components for Simulation
There are three main components to consider for modeling the string of Second-Life battery.
As illustrated in fig 39 the “Li-Ion Storage” is controlled by the “Battery Management System
(BMS)” and further connected with the “Rhombus Inverter (DC/AC)” for microgrid-tied
application. See the following single components described and visualized.

Figure 39 Second-Life Battery String Components

Figure 40 Battery Assembly

Figure 41 Battery Management System (BMS) Module

Li-Ion Storage
Figure 42 represents the subsystem of the Li-Ion Storage system component. Visualized is a
charging and discharging circuit for the SLB which is placed in the field of Li-ion. The several
blocks and subsystems are described in structure and function for simulation.

Figure 42 Energy Storage Subsystem

The circuit is activated by the two control-inputs 'S1' and 'S2' which is sent from the
'Battery Management System (BMS)' (see figure 42). They are signals for discharging (S1) and
charging (S2) the battery module. If 'S1' is activated, the block of 'Constant discharge' and
included 'Ideal Switches' operates (see appendix for subsystem layout). A constant current of
192 A from the 'SecondLife-Battery' subsystem is the output.

SecondLife-Battery Subsystem
The previous described 'battery bank' and its physical parameters are modeled by the
Simscape block 'Battery' which can be found in the Simscape library. In there various
parameter values which define the performance for application as storage module are
present.
The parameters for the two 'battery banks' are
taken from the introduction of the
'battery assemblies':
• Battery type: Lithium-Ion
• Nominal Voltage: 425 V
• Rated Capacity: 432Ah (2*216 Ah)
• Initial State-Of-Charge: 80 %
• Nominal Discharge Current: 192 A (2*96 A)

Figure 43 SecondLife Battery Subsystem with
included battery block

As the battery is discharged, the output signal 'm' is transferred to visualize in a scope block
named 'Battery Performance'. The included parameters in variable 'm' are:
•
•
•

State-of-Charge (SOC)
Battery Current (Ibat)
Battery Voltage (Vbat)

All of these battery performance parameters are forwarded to the subsystem of
'Battery Management System (BMS)' (see following chapter
'Battery Management System (BMS)').

Figure 44 Battery Performance Monitor14 of Measured SOC, Current (Ibat) and Voltage (Vbat) resulting in disand charge Power (Pbatdischarge, Pbatcharge) in June 2015

If the battery has reached its predefined level of maximum discharge (Depth-of-Discharge
DoD) the signal for 'S1' is switched from '1' to '0' and subsystem 'Constant discharge' is
deactivated.
Subsequently, the signal 'S2' is needed for charging the Li-Ion module which is sent from the
“Battery Management System (BMS)”.
First, if the signal 'S2' is activated, turned '1', a function named 'Charge Controller (CC/CV)'
determines if the battery is charged in constant current (CC) or in constant voltage (CV). The
algorithm decides on the current battery voltage ('Vbat'). This means if the voltage is below
450 V the block of 'CC Charge' is activated. If the battery has not reached its targeted value
for SOC, for example 80 %, but the voltage is above 450 V, the function actives CV for further
charging process.

14

Figure 36 already considers TOU strategy for charging and discharging processes for the battery

Power Meter
Finally, the subsystem 'Power Meter' calculates how much energy is charged and discharged
from the battery. Furthermore, the resulting output parameter 'Pbat' (see Figure 45)
considers the in- or output battery power which is one of the forwarded variables to the
subsystem of 'Battery Management System (BMS)' (see following chapter).
Pbatcharge (kW)
Pbat (kW)

Pbatdischarge (kW)

Figure 45 Components of Subsystem Power Meter for measuring the operative energy flow for the battery

Battery Management System (BMS)
In order to guarantee a safe and efficient lithium-ion energy storage performance, a Battery
Management System (BMS) is needed. The risks of DoD, overcharge and connected high
temperature are just a few number of reasons for BMS. Additionally, the purpose of an
economic application for customer demands an adequate BMS and managing strategy
(maybe refer to a chapter here).
Figure 46 illustrates the BMS subsystem with 'SOC', 'PPV', 'Load', 'hour' and 'day' (time
values) as input signals15.

Figure 46 Battery Management System (BMS) Subsystem Layout

15

SOC in [%], PPV in [kW], Load in [kW], time signal in [hh] and [#]

The function block of 'BatteryController' is the controlling module and algorithm for battery
charging and discharging processes ('S1' signal for discharge and 'S2' signal for charge). In the
algorithm certain threshold values are predefined as for example DoD (SOC = 20%) or
charged to its maximum at SOC = 80% (see appendix for algorithm). Additionally, a block
named 'Charging Logic' is implemented with a mask (see appendix) for entering certain time
values in order to enable TOU strategies for charging and discharging the battery module.

Figure 47 Flow Chart for the Battery Charging Algorithm

Generally speaking, customers can undoubtedly benefit from this BMS with regards to
economic and manageable control. Operating strategies for the EES system can be adapted
and changed for new upcoming circumstances. Furthermore, in monitoring the performance
of the EES are certain weaknesses and strength able to be detected for continuous
optimization in respect of customer’s application and purpose.

Charging Algorithm
The previous described module from Orion, the Battery Management System (BMS),
controls the charging and discharging processes for the SLB. A code is implemented in the
module which sends the responsible signals ('S1' and 'S2') to the switches to open and close
electric circuits (see appendix for the codelines and flow chart diagram of the algorithm).
The algorithm is described as follows and illustrated in figure 47.
Inputs: The input variables are the SOC and the flag for charging, named 'charging1', from
the previous step of simulation which is needed to continue the charging loop in the
algorithm.
Discharge: For each step of simulation the algorithm checks if the flag for charging (see
below) 'charging1' is deactivated (value of '0'). In case of discharge this value is '0' and the
algorithm sets a second request which checks for the current State-of-Charge (SOC). In order
to prevent irreversible damage for the energy storage the minimum level is set to 20 %16. If
the SOC is above 20 %, the signal for discharge ('S1' equal 1) is forwarded. This opens the
electrical circuit for discharging the battery. The current value of 'charging1' is located in the
Simulink block 'Memory'17 whose output is the previous input for the next step of
simulation.
Switch from Discharge to Charge: As previously described the BMS checks for the charging
flag which is still deactived. But this time the SOC reached a value below 20.1 % which
initiates the algorithm to set the control flag named 'charging2'. If 'charging2' is set, a
charging loop is opened. In this loop, the algorithm checks if 'charging2' is set and if the SOC
is below 80 %. Because the SOC is unequal 80 %, the flag for charging 'charging1' is activated
(value of '1').
As a last step of the charging loop the algorithm checks if the charging flag 'charging1' is set
and activates the signal for charging ('S2' equal 1). Again the latest value of 'charging1' is
saved in 'Memory' and used as input for the next request.
Charge: In order to prevent a step-wise charge/discharge application close to the value of
SOC equal 20 %, the flag for charging is implemented. The flag activates the charging loop
which keeps being active until the SOC has reached the value of 80 %. As a consequence, the
signal output for charging ('S2') is equal 1. The value of 'charging1' is forwarded to be saved
in 'Memory'.
Switch from Charge to Discharge: If the charging loop is activated ('charging1' equal 1), but
the SOC has reached a value of 80 % or above. The consequence consists of the charging flag
'charging1' set to '0' and the charging loop interrupted. Afterwards, the algorithm returns to
the the discharging loop which checks if the SOC is above 20.1 % and sets the signal to
discharge ('S1' equal 1). The changed value for 'charging1' (which is '0') is forwarded for the
next step of simulation.

16

See chapter Electrical Energy Storage Layout/Battery Modules
The block 'Memory' functions as a one integration step delay which saves the previous input and use it as an
output for the next step
17

Outputs: For the following process of charging or discharging the battery, the signals of 'S1'
and 'S2' are the main outputs. In addition, the actual value of the flag for charging (value of
'0' for deactivated charging loop and '1' for activated) is forwarded for the next step of
simulation.

Application Strategy
For optimizing the previously described charging algorithm 'application strategies' are
programmed and further implemented in the BMS. These strategies define additional
circumstances, for example time, price rate, supply-demand relation and forecasted load,
besides the physical battery modules parameters as described in the previous section.
One of the essential purposes of the EES system is to charge the battery with unused electric
energy (electricity). The term “unused” is connected to renewable energy supply which is
bigger than the actual demand of the customer. Therefore, if the battery needs to be
charged (SOC<20%) the renewable power (PPV) is asked to be higher than the active load of
the customer (PPV>Load). After investigating the “duck curve” this is the common situation
for less cloudy days and around the noon hours. From a customer economic point of view,
the price-rate of “peak” and “off-peak” is fundamental for charging.
When the price rate is higher during peak and sufficient supply is available for charging, selfconsumption is economically more attractive than benefiting from NSC18. Therefore, SLB is
charged not only when needed but furthermore when a surplus of renewable energy is
available around noon hours (PPV>Load) (see appendix 'Battery Controller' codelines).
Besides the control of charging is the preferred point of time for discharging. Due to
mismatching supply and demand, the general requirement for discharge is a higher demand
than supply (PPV<Load). In consideration of common return from work for customer,
visualized in figure 1 and the ramp up of net load, is the selected point of time for
discharging starting sometime between 6 to 7 p.m.
Rate plan ETOU-B from PG&E considers demand from 4 till 9 p.m. as “peak” with a higher
retail price for customers. Figure 1 and its visualized “duck curve” presents the start of the
net load peak at 7 p.m whereas a full discharge of the SLB lasts till 10 p.m for common
customer need.

18

NSC rate of $0.04/kWh in 2015 (Steven Mainight, June 15th 2016)

Rhombus Inverter (DC/AC)
The electric circuit for the energy storage operates in Direct Current (DC), but is not possible
to interact with Alternating Current (AC) from the grid. Therefore, an inverter is needed to
feed energy from the battery to grid and vice versa. This means that DC is transformed to AC
at an equivalent voltage-level (480 V) and frequency (60 Hz). The selected inverter at UC
Davis is the Rhombus Bi-Directional Inverter. Bi-Directional is the term for being able to
invert electric power (electricity) in both directions from DC to AC and vice versa.
For simulation issues, one main parameter is to consider. Similar to the SMA converter, the
factor of efficiency is an essential parameter for performance in/output.

Overview
The Rhombus inverter is designed for operating in either grid tied utility interactions or in island
(standalone) conditions for the control of an energy storage (BESI & BESS). Besides, the common
system layout contains an energy storage, a renewable energy source (for example a photovoltaic
system (PV)) and/or an utility grid-tied interconnection.

Figure 48 General system overview (Rhombus Energy Solutions. Inc., March 2016)

In general energy systems, the BESI is interfacing a Battery Management System (BMS) for the
following tasks and functions:
•
•
•

Charging and discharging the electric energy storage (for example battery)
Considering PV input in balance with the grid (depending on the model)
If no grid connection is available, the critical load is kept by operating in standalone mode
(BESI island mode option)

In grid tied operation, the Site Circuit Breaker (SCB) is closed and the current is lead from the battery
to the grid for the battery’s discharge mode. For the case of standalone operation, the SCB is opened
and the energy system is unconnected to the utility grid. Moreover, if the PV supplies more energy
than the demand the battery is charged (standalone operation).

The inspected and further implemented model for the Second Life Application is the 125 kVA inverter
model by Rhombus. It contains and supports the following items
(Rhombus Energy Solutions Inc., March 2016):
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

IGBTs-based bi-directional converter for charging and discharging functionality
Accuracy for DC current and voltage within 1%
MODBUS interface for remote monitoring and communication with the inverter
Output AC conductors for connection and/or isolation from the grid
Input DC contactor for connection with the DC loads and/or sources
SCB for a complete isolation from the grid in standalone mode
AC power control by voltage and current sensors
AC monitoring of voltage, current, power and energy
Internal power supply
Integrated transformer for a wider input DC voltage range

The converter includes trench-gate IGBTs and further gate driver circuits for an advanced fault
diagnostic and reporting capability. Figure 49 represents a trench-gate IGBT which are more modern
in implementation because of (Joachim Specovius, 2017)
•
•

More compact construction of the IGBT device
Low on-resistance

Figure 49 Profile of a trench-gate IGBT (Joachim Specovius, 2017)

Although a water cooling is installed, the inverter system is demanded to operate in low temperature
circumstances for a higher value of accuracy and lifetime expectancy.

Field of Functionality
One of the main requirements for the EES inverter for the task of energy exchange is its collaboration
and property of connecting to the grid. For this reason, the software infrastructure of the inverter is
designed for
•

grid-tie operation which include
o grid synchronization
o anti-islanding
o over/under frequency
o over/under voltage protections

Nevertheless, the inverter is furthermore exhibited for standalone mode which is essential for the
case of a grid blackout or failure for operating within critical loads. Further technical parameters are
visualized in table 11:
GENERAL
Application Type
Bi-directional Inverter
Operation Modes
• Charge
• Discharge
• Grid-Tied
• Standalone
OUTPUTS
Phases
Three phase with neutral
Rated Continuous power
125 kW
Nominal Frequency
60 Hz
Nominal Voltage
480 Vac(L-L)
Nominal Current
150 Amps
Output Power Temperature Derating
Linearly de-rated between 60°C(140°F) and
Information
65°C(149°F)
OPERATION RANGE
Frequency
59.3 – 60.5 Hz
Input DC Voltage
450 – 600 Vdc
Input Current
0 -280 Amps
Output Voltage
422 – 528 Vac
Ambient Temperature
-10°C to 40°C
Output Power Temperature Derating
Linear De-rate from full power to zero power
Information and Maximum Full Power
between 60°C and 65°C heat sink temperature.
Operating Ambient
Maximum full power operation temperature
40°C
Power Factor
±0.50 (Adjustable)
Current THD at Full Power
< 5%
Maximum Efficiency without transformer
97%
Trip Limit and Trip Time Accuracy
Trip Limit Accuracy ±1%
Trip Time Accuracy ±20%
Limits of Accuracy of Time Measurement
±20%
Limits of Accuracy of Frequency Measurement
±0.1 Hz
Limits of Accuracy of Voltage Measurement
±1.0%
Synchronization Inrush Current
60Amps (rms)
Modes of Operation
• Grid tied

• Bi-directional
• Standalone
MAXIMUM RATINGS
Input Voltage
900 Vdc
Input Over Current Protection
350 Idc
Output AC current
150 Amps
Branch Circuit Current Rating
200 A(dc)
Output Fault Current and Duration
600 Amps (rms), 2msec
Input Source Back-feed Amps to Input Source
0 Amps (dc)
Output Overcurrent Protection
200 Amps
Table 11 Technical Parameters for Rhombus Inverter

After inspecting the EES components of the microgrid is the following chapter in focus of the
target Load. The located winery at UC Davis represents the demand profile for PV supply and
SLB application. In addition, the already located PV supply of 120 kWp demonstrates the
recent state-wide grid profile and the connected challenges for grid and utility companies for
grid reliability.

Figure 50 Rhombus Inverter Model at UC Davis

Load Data
In purpose of analyzing the SLB performance and for economic benefit calculations is the
local 'Load' of the customer and its time-dependent appearance fundamental. However, the
research and simulations for 'Application of SecondLife-Batteries' takes place at the campus
of UC Davis and for supplying in microgrid circumstances.
Due to the simulation time values for the year of 2015, the collected load data from this
same year is taken for analysis. In 15min-intervalls the accrued energy [Wh] from or to the
grid is measured by the physical located grid meter (see fig. 51). The measured data is saved
and transferred to a computer for further monitoring purpose. Thus, the described historic
data is imported by Matlab/Simulink and used as input for the introduced 'Signal Builder'
block.
The visualized 'Load' signal is real data from
the winery building at UC Davis from
March 2015 (see fig. 52). As an important
note is to say that there is already a PV panel
farm of 120 kW located which emphasizes
the down-directed peaks at noon hours. As
tendency for the grid demand is a spectrum
from 0 to 80 kW 'Active Load' illustrated.
Note: the appearance and consideration of
'Reactive Load' is not in focus for this thesis or
considered for further analysis.

Figure 51 Load Block Subsystem in Matlab/Simulink

In the following chapter the EES system is simulated and meter measured results are
presented for different environmental circumstances. Furthermore, the application strategy
for the energy storage (SLB) is reflected and justified in economic beneficial purpose.

Simulation Procedure
After introducing the different
system components with their
function, structure, connections,
physical parameters and signal in/outputs, the system is then
simulated for different seasonable
environmental (supply) and demand
circumstances. Therefore, solar
irradiance, temperature and
demand for each season are taken
as circumstances for simulation and
for evaluating the performance results.

Figure 52 Measured Grid Meter data for March 2015

Simulation Configuration Parameters
The simulation parameters and properties in Matlab/Simulink frame the circumstances and
grade of detail for the result. Therefore and due to the availability of data and their accuracy,
the chosen “fixed-step size” is set to 900 seconds (15 minutes) which is defined in
'Configuration Parameters' (see figure 53). Furthermore, this mirrors the load step size from
the 'Load' block.

“Fixed-step size” is
chosen as Solver option
in order to proceed with
the integrator block and
for following data
analysis in the balancing
process.
In addition, the chosen
solver type is the
Figure 53 Configuration Parameters in Matlab/Simulink as Simulation
Circustances
ode3 (BogackiShampine) method
which presents a fixed-step continuous explicit solver. The ode3 type of solver is a third
order of accuracy which is considered sufficient in respect of the built model (Matlabworks,
January 30th 2018).

The fields for Simulation time define the periods of time which are considered to be covered.
That means, that 'Stop time' is the total amount of seconds which are taken as end-time
value for the Matlab algorithm. In figure 45 the total amount of simulation time is
10,540,800 s (122 days) which is taken as system application by the Matlab/Simulink
algorithm. Nevertheless, Simulation time and 'clock' time are not the same, but the amount
of time for simulating is dependent on the complexity of the model, step sizes and computer
performance (Matlabworks, January 30th 2018).
Practically, the whole period of simulation (one year 2015) is split in three parts which are
orientated on the rate plan periods from PG&E.
Therefore, the analysis and evaluation of the 'ETOU-B' rate plan for NEM customers is
divided in the following named seasons:
Season Name
ETOUAB Winter January
ETOUAB Summer June
ETOUAB Winter October

Covered Clock Time
January 1st – May 31st
June 1st – September 30th
October 1st – December 31st

Simulation Time
13,046,400 s (=151 days)
10,540,800 s (=122 days)
7,948,800 s (=92 days)

Table 12 Seasons for simulation and covered clock time

Before each process of simulation, the time (see 'Simulation Time' table 8) needs to be
entered in the corresponding field of “Stop time” (see figure 53).

For simplification of application the value entered as “seconds*minutes*hours*days” and a
change of the day value is sufficient for simulating each season.
In addition, the targeted period for simulation is entered in previous established masks for
the blocks of 'Irradiance and Environmental Temperature' and 'Load block'. The introduced
seasons are chosen by the number of the starting month for each season (January=1;
June=6; October=10) whereas the integrated function in the subsystem transfers the
selected data.
The input values of these masks activate the 'Signal Builder' blocks and their implemented
data. Next, for investigating the specific performance for certain application strategies, for
example TOU optimization in NEM rate plans, the mask for 'Charging Logic for TOU' (see
figure 46) in block 'Battery Management System (BMS)' is opened (see appendix for mask
layout). This block is used for either deactivate TOU application ('0' means deactivated) or
activating with user-defined 'Start' (here 19) and 'End' (here 22) time parameters19 for the
discharge period. After entering all simulation circumstances parameters, the simulation is
started by the “Run” button.

Microgrid Balancing
The introduced components for SLB application are acting in microgrid circumstances.
Therefore, an inner balancing process for demand and supply is modeled and taken for
accounting 'Grid Demand'
(see figure 46). By
evaluating credit and
charge20, the resulting
utility bill for residential
customers in possession of
an EES system is obtained.
Figure 54 illustrates the
electrical grid demand
process for regular and
residential NEM customers.
There, any customer which
is receiving full electricity
Figure 54 Load balance from panel and SLB to grid
supply from the grid is
categorized as 'Regular gridtied customer'. The orange path of demand is fully charged by the corresponding utility rate
with equivalent time-dependent values (peak and off-peak rates).

19

These values are entered in a 24hour system writing
Credit and charge: In case of surplus generation from the residential customer, this means that the amount
the customer owe to utilities is negative on their True-up statement, the utility company is asked to pay
compensation (Huffman Jared 2009). PG&E offers two choices which are either as a credit (in advantage for the
customer) for future energy charges (charge is the billing price) or to request a check for pay-out (PG&E,
January 23rd 2018)
20

However, the modeled system in Simulink for NEM customers considers the blue path-lines
(see appendix for subsystem layout). As defined in the 'Application Strategy' (see
'Battery Controller' in figure 46), the SLB is charged, if needed, from the occurring 'PV Power'
if the actual demand ('Active Load') is lower than renewable energy supply
(PPV>Active Load). In case of a 'Remaining PV Power' while charging the SLB, the residential
'Active Load' is reduced from that. The 'Remaining Load' is finally met by electric supply from
the grid which is accounted by the 'Utility Bill'.
Note: SLB is either charged or discharged while operating. This means that it is not
considered to charge and discharge SLB at the same point of time.
The visualized energy balance in figure 54 is modeled in the 'Calculations' subsystem. Firstly,
the occurring final output values from each block and subsystem are
•
•
•
•

PPV: PV power from the PV system
Pbatcharge: charging power for increase of the SOC in the SLB
Pbatdischarge: discharging power from the SLB for meeting the demand
Load: the actual demand of the residentials (here from the UC Davis building)

For balancing these power values of demand and supply, the parameters are integrated by
the 'Integrator' block (see 'Power' and 'Energy'21) and sent to the Matlab Workspace by the
'To Workspace' block. The following process of accounting and determination of costs and
benefits is transferred to the Matlab Command Windows and Workspace environment. In
there, separate functions for balancing and estimating the billing costs are programmed and
executed.
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Power [W]: One of the basic electric formulas is the product of voltage and current which results in power
and its unit watts [W]. Furthermore, the power value is determined by the internal resistance which is
dependent on temperature and State-of-Charge (SOC) of the battery. The value of power can differ between inand output power which has further consequences for the cycle period
Energy [Wh]: For calculating the amount of energy in watt-hour [Wh] the product of average discharge voltage
and capacity is taken. It represents the power in- or output at a certain period of time (one hour). For
observation of specified types of batteries, the parameter for energy is often illustrated as watt-hour per
kilogram [Wh/kg] which is a competitive value

Matlab Process Chain Structure for balancing
After transforming each output value into a time-connected 15-minute energy value, the
energy is balanced with its corresponding component for each period of time as follows (see
figure 54 while the 'power' values are shifted to 'energy' values and appendix for subsystem
layout):
1. PV Energy Minus Charge Energy
a. Inputs: PV Energy, Battery Charge Energy and Time
b. Outputs: Remaining PV Energy after minimizing by the amount of Battery
Charge Energy (Note: Battery Charge Energy is valued as a negative value)
c. Equation: PVenergyMinusCharge = PV Energy + Battery Charge Energy
2. Load Minus Remaining PV Energy
a. Inputs: Active Load Energy, Remaining PV Energy and Time
b. Outputs: Remaining Active Load Energy after minimizing by the remaining PV
Energy
c. Equation: LoadMinusPVEnergyCharge = Active Load – PVenergyMinusCharge
3. Remaining Active Load Minus Discharge Energy
a. Inputs: LoadMinusPVEnergyCharge, Battery Discharge Energy and Time
b. Outputs: Final and remaining Load for the grid after minimized by PV Energy
and Discharge Energy from the battery
c. Equation: LoadMinusPVEChargeDis = LoadMinusPVEnergyCharge – Battery
Discharge Energy
After receiving the final grid load in consideration of renewable energy supply and SLB
performance, the residential bill for electricity from the utility is accounted.

Simulation Outputs and Results
After circulating each season, the transformation of each value to an equivalent 15-minute
energy amount proceeds for balancing the occurring supply and demand values in the
microgrid. Afterwards, the financial accounting process determines the savings from the SLB
system. The essential question if the system can provide sufficient benefits for the
residential by increasing self-consumption is investigated in this chapter. Afterwards, further
application strategies are briefly described and compared in results.

Figure 55 Mircogrid Power-Flow from June till October 2015

For the beginning, the microgrid is studied in its grid demand and supply in three different
microgrid layouts:
•
•
•

Basic Demand
Demand with PV panels
Demand with PV panels and SLB

(reference case)
(PV)
(PV+EES)

Figure 56 presents the monthly billing rates for all introduced microgrid layouts. Although,
UC Davis demand is not equal with residential customers, the Reference case (price and
load) is used for investing the benefits of Second-Life Battery application for scaled
circumstances.

In addition, the basic utility rate for the UC Davis campus winery building is at $0.0705 per
kWh according to UC Davis Utilities. In purpose of scaling the received results from Simulink
simulation environment the price per kWh is adapted from the ETOU-B rate plan of PG&E.
Excessive renewable PV energy supply for the case of grid support with PV generation and
grid support plus EES is sent to the grid at $0.04 per kWh as average NSC rate for 2015.

Figure 56 Monthly Electricity Costs for UC Davis campus winery building and ETOU-B rate plan in 2015

Figure 56 presents ideal circumstances for analyzing SLB application over a total year in
sense of economic performance. As an important fact, the Reference bars (blue) is
connected with the performance of an already installed 120 kW PV panel energy supply.
Therefore, the blue bars show a volatile behavior with a low-peak in may and a high-peak in
august. Due to data availability of total grid load in 2015 the benefits are accounted on top
of these circumstances.
In purpose of reducing grid demand by generating residential PV energy, figure 58 illustrates
the PV Energy output from the new installed PV farm (100 kWp22). The consequences for the
total grid demand are shown in figure 57. Obviously, the total grid load for summer season
benefits from an increased PV energy output for the same period of time. A striking detail is
the lower grid load for PV microgrid layout compared to PV plus EES system. These
differences are caused by the factory of efficiency and losses initiated by the EES.

22

kWp is the peak power output in STC conditions

Figure 57 Monthly Grid Load Profile for UC Davis
campus winter and different microgrid layouts

Figure 58 Monthly PV energy supply (100 kWp PV
farm)

This circumstance is confronted with the economic benefits from an increase of selfconsumption and conscious decrease of peak demand. Therefore, the resulting economic
benefits are observed in the following chapter.

Economic Benefits and Savings
After inspecting the overall view of the monthly bill, figure 59 graphically shows Reference,
PV and PV plus ESS. These are compared for reference. As a result, the application of PV and
EES system can reach above 50% savings for summer months (see June 54,8% and July
54,2%).

Figure 59 Monthly average benefit from each
scenario

Figure 60 Monthly Surplus Payback With and
Without EES

Particularly during summer, noticeable benefits from EES system application for PV overgeneration and increase of self-consumption for residential customers arise. This is detected
by less surplus fed to the grid while the NSC rate is below utility rates (figure 60). In
proximate, the resulting benefits for residentials rise persistently. By maximizing the daily
operating value of the PV farm, in form of storing surplus energy, grid dependency is
reduced essentially. Table 13 presents a further overview of numbered and annual values.

Total Use
Electricity
Use from
Electricity
from Grid
Use from PV Battery
Cost [$]
[kWh]
[kWh]
[kWh]
Yearly Electricity Cost (Reference)
120390
515190
Yearly Electricity Cost with 100 kWp PV
(PV)
227900
287290
89632
Yearly Electricity Cost with 100 kWp PV plus 183.6
kWh SLB
247030
211650
56510
78405

Solar
Backfeed
Bill [$]

Total Bill
[$]

120390

-6389

83243

-3952

74453

Table 13 Annual Summary of Electricity Bill for microgrid circumstances

Residential customers not only benefit from the application of EES systems, but also grid
load support and capacity in reducing peak PV supply for noon hours. Overall, residential
customers give rise to different demand and supply profile in regard to benefits of peak-hour
conflicts.

The previous observation displays the circumstances for EES application. Nevertheless, the
idea of SLB application is to provide an inexpensive EES medium with competitive
performance value and economic benefits for residential customers.

Figure 61 Monthly Summation of Discharge Energy
from SLB

Figure 62 Monthly Savings by SLB discharge valued
by time-dependent price

Figure 61 shows the electrical performance of SLB per month. That means that the monthly
average amount of discharge energy is at 4.709.2 kWh for discharge intervals from 7 p.m.23
with demands higher than supply from PV.
The corresponding bill saving is based on the amount and time (peak or off-peak) of
discharge energy. Illustrated in figure 62 are the monthly resulting savings.

The peak values in summer season emphasize the advantage of taken control of
overgeneration from PV panels. Therefore, the ETOU-B rates offer SLB application sufficient
circumstances for optimizing economic performance of the complete microgrid by reducing
peak demand. Average savings for the observed application are at $1,216 per month while
discharge energy is valued with the seasonal rate from the ETOU-B rate plan.

In fact, surplus energy can either be stored in an EES system or be fed to the grid and paid
back by the NSC rate. Therefore and in order to study the effective benefit from SLB
application, the discharged energy
needs to be valued by the timedependent ETOU-B rate, but which is
reduced by the NSC rate ($0.04 per
kWh).
Figure 63 shows an equivalent
economic performance which is
accounted as the 'effective benefit'
for application of a PV farm (100 kW)
combined with SLB (183.6 kWh) in
the year 2015.

Figure 63 Effective Monthly Savings from SLB application (2015)

Resulting from figure 63 are
'effective benefits' from SLB application at $1,027 per month for the UC Davis microgrid.

23

chosen point for starting discharge in this simulation in order to follow the duck curve trend and late hours
for peak price
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